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QUESTION 1

Your customer has two types of end customers that will be visiting their knowledgebase website: public 

customers and registered customers. 

They would like to present additional knowledgebase answers to the registered customers. 

Choose the three statements required to set up this type of environment. (Choose three.) 

A. Create a special public answer status for the registered customer answers. 

B. Ensure registered customers sign in to the knowledgebase website. 

C. Set up an access level without customer visibility and assign it to the registered customer answers. 

D. Create special Products and Categories for the registered customer answers. 

E. Set up an access level without customer visibility and assign it to all the customer answers. 

F. Ensure each registered Customer has the correct service level with this access level assigned to their account. 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer wants to search and reply to comments made on their company\\'s "Fan page." Which two items are
required to accomplish this? (Choose two.) 

A. an email agent enabled on the Social Monitoring profile 

B. Self Service for Facebook enabled and deployed 

C. a Company Fan page on Facebook 

D. a "Facebook Channel" created and assigned to a profile 

E. a personal Facebook page 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer has asked that all incidents be "scanned" for words that may revolve around product defects and injuries
so that they can alert their risk management team of any possible product issues or liability. The customer accepts that
100% accuracy is not attainable, and accepts that they will be false positives and a margin for error. 

They have provided you the following words to be "scanned": 

1. 
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Mouth 

2. 

Jaw 

3. 

Cheek 

4. 

Jowl 

5. 

Chin 

6. 

Oral 

7. 

Palate 

The customer requires the following: 

You decide to use a regular expression to search for these words in all incoming emails. 

^mouth[,|.|\\'|"|;|:| |!|?|and]|\ jaw[,|.|\\'|"|;|:| |!|?|and]|\ cheek[,|.|\\'|"|;|:| |!|?|and]|\ jowl[,|.|\\'|"|;|:| |!|?|and] |\ chin$[,|.|\\'|"|;|:|
|!|?|and]|\ 

oral[,|.|\\'|"|;|:| |!|?|and]|\ palate[,|.|\\'|"|;|:| |!|?|and] 

Identify the three words that will be correctly matched to this regular expression. (Choose three.) 

A. Chin 

B. Jaw 

C. Mouth 

D. Cheek 

E. Jowl 

F. Oral 

G. Palate 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your client wants to allow the Administrator and Limited Administrator profiles to prevent user timeout until 

60 minutes of inactivity. All other user profiles should be logged out after 15 minutes. 

Which two steps must be performed to configure this? (Choose two.) 

A. Set the Session Timeout field to 3600. 

B. Set the Session Timeout field to null. 

C. Set the Session Timeout field to 60. 

D. Set the SESSION_MANAGEMENT_ENABLED Configuration Setting to Enabled. 

E. Set the SESSION_MANAGEMENT_ENABLED Configuration Setting to Disabled. 

F. Set the CLIENT_SESSION_EXP field to 60. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true about the Oracle Service Cloud File menu? (Choose three.) 

A. provides an exit from the application 

B. provides quick access to any of the interfaces that may be available for an agent 

C. can contain a shortcut for adding new records such as Contacts or Incidents 

D. provides context-sensitive help for the agent 

E. can include shortcuts to commonly used reports 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 6

Your customer has asked you to fulfill a list of requirements for their incident workspace. 
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The customer has explained that the following constraints will be in place: 

Requirements: 

They have asked that no customization be part of the new workspace. 

Identify three requirements that are met using standard product features within the workspace. (Choose 

three.) 

A. After the product has been set in the workspace, open up the applicable tab automatically for the agent to view. 

B. Create tabs for each product linking to the product information page on the customer\\'s website. 

C. Capture the Last and First names from the email text and map them to contacts.last_name and contacts.first_name
fields. 

D. Capture the "Product" field from the email and populate the product in the incidents.prod_id field. 

E. Create a tab with "Risk Management" data consisting of custom fields and custom object data, and hide it from all
standard agents. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 7

An incident needs to be assigned manually to an agent who is not listed on the assignment field menu. Which three
options do you need to verify so that the agent\\'s name is displayed? (Choose three.) 

A. Check if a business rule is removing the agent\\'s name from the assignment field. 

B. Check if the agent has an active (not disabled) user account. 

C. Verify if a workspace rule is hiding the agent\\'s name from the assignment field menu. 

D. Verify in the agent\\'s profile if the option "Appear in Menus" is selected. 

E. Verify that the agent is part of a distribution list. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer has single Service Level Agreement and applies the Service Level Agreement called Reseller when a
contact is a reseller of their services. 

These end customers often have their own ticketing system, and in order to capture the reseller\\'s ticket number, the
customer has requested that their Ask page be updated to include an External Ticket Number custom field only when
the logged in contact has a Service Level Agreement that only a reseller would have. 

Which two widgets or tags are used to complete your customer\\'s request? (Choose two.) 

A. Use the "FormInput" widget. 
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B. Use the "Conditional" tag with an "sla" attribute. 

C. Use the "FormInputCustom" widget. 

D. Use the "FormSubmit" widget. 

E. Use the "Field" tag with the "name" attribute. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 9

Your customer would like to automatically create incidents for any comments created on Social Media sites. 

Which two Social Media options are available to create incidents in Oracle Service Cloud? (Choose two.) 

A. Google Plus Comments 

B. Instagram Comments 

C. Facebook Public Personal Page Comments 

D. Twitter Public Comments 

E. YouTube Comments 

F. Twitter Private Messages 

G. Facebook Fan Page Comments 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer would like to classify their incidents by the hierarchy of services they provide, and will route customer
web form incidents to agents according to the type of help selected and by service in the hierarchy. 

Select the two statements that would satisfy these requirements. (Choose two.) 

A. Use the category field to identify the customer\\'s incident type of help, and an incident custom field to identify the
services. 

B. Use the product field to identify the services and an incident custom field to identify the customer\\'s incident type of
help. 

C. Use the product field to identify the services and the category field to identify the customer\\'s incident type of help. 

D. Use the product field to identify the services and the disposition field to identify the customer\\'s incident type of help. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 11

Your customer has a special business process where their agents will put incidents into a waiting status for a period of
one week on a regular basis. 

Your customer would like these incidents to remain in the waiting status until the agent has finished researching the
incident(s). 

Your customer does not want these incidents to close until 7 calendar days have passed. 

Which configuration setting needs to be modified from its default value in order to prevent the system from closing the
waiting incident automatically? 

A. PURGE_DELETE_INCIDENTS 

B. DORMANT_INCIDENTS 

C. CI_WAITING_CALC_DAYS 

D. CI_HOURS 

E. MYQ_REOPEN_DEADLINE 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

When an agent handles a product return incident, they require the ability to go through a series of questions to
determine the appropriate answer/response. 

You determine this would best be solved using guided assistance which is automatically launched when a specific
category is selected by an agent. 

Which three steps are required to implement this solution? (Choose three.) 

A. Create a guide that takes the agent step by step to the relevant answers that the agent needs for a product return. 

B. Add the guide to an answer in the answer workspace. 

C. Add a workspace rule that has a trigger for when a Guide is Finished. 

D. Add an Answer Display Control to the incident workspace. 

E. Add a Guided Assistance Control to the incident workspace. 

F. Create a workspace rule that invokes a guide based on "a field has a certain value." 

G. Create a business rule that starts a guide. 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 13
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Your customer would like supervisors to use a Multi-Edit workspace when updating incidents for their agents. 

Which four fields are available for edit on the incident Multi-Edit workspace? (Choose four.) 

A. Assigned. Queue 

B. Organization 

C. Channel 

D. Email Address 

E. Post code 

F. Language 

Correct Answer: BCDF 

 

QUESTION 14

You are asked to identify how a question has been scored upon a search result. 

While researching the question, you identified possible answer attributes to review. 

Identify three items that affect the score of the answer and, therefore, should be reviewed. (Choose three.) 

A. Status 

B. Question 

C. Access Level 

D. Categories 

E. Summary 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 15

Your customer wants to set CI_HOURS to 720 but they don\\'t want to notify customers when the incident status
automatically changes. 

Which Contact Email Message should be turned off? 

A. Incident Solved 

B. Incident Waiting 

C. Incident Closed 

D. Incident Unresolved 
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E. Question Receipt 

F. Rule Email 

Correct Answer: A 
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